XII. THE HOLY GRAIL
The quest for the Holy Grail is now over (January 2021). This is a
revised version from 2020.
I have thought for a very long time that this might not be possible. But
then I would deny myself at the end of this book by saying it.
Nothing is impossible. As soon as you start to think that something is
impossible you will never get there.
The reason being why I have been taken over this many roads is very
clear to me now. Every piece of discovery I have made or I was
telepathically given had its purpose. And all these pieces had to be
amalgamated into that one single number.
And to find that magic number is not only to cure one or two diseases.
This number will give us a multiple answers to many, many questions
in not only medicine but also in physics.
ALWAYS THINK - NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE!

So - this is the latest frequency - the Holy Grail. This number has
resonated for over 4 months now removing layers of nano and pico or
even femto or smaller technology one by one:

584069724426078
Or to round it up you can simplify it to:

58407 or 58.407 or 58.407

Why is the processor of removal of nanotechnology so long and so
complicated - please refer to the chapter - NANOSLAVERY for
clarification. The process of peeling off the nano layers can be as long
as 20 weeks.
In order to cover the calibration issues with your frequency generator
apply below frequency continuously for over 20 weeks. If you see no
desired outcome you need to broaden the range as many brands could
be manufactured by Big Pharma for one reason only - to discredit this
discovery.

58.38Hz
58.43Hz

How do I know it is correct - firstly read all of the Chapter XVI on
Nanoslavery in order to understand how lengthy this process will be.
Now - like everything in my life I get to do a rather unorthodox things through archery to writing this book. To Rife and Vega. Full medical
study of Proper Medicine. And lately - bee keeping. Fascinating to
watch 40 thousand bees working for only one queen. Isn’t the same
with us humans??? Fascinating how we are identical to the bees.
But that is not the point of this conversation. The point of this is that
bee keeping was the path to deciphering the biggest clue they gave us
to understand how to defeat this machine. And the clue with the bees
is - my hive swarmed twice that summer. Very unusual but if your Rife
your bees they will exceed all expectations. So I lost two queens and
the third one I am guessing became trapped above the excluder and
never mated. In effect the colony became infertile and prone to wasps
and some other bee „predators”.
Guess what was the one which affected my bees - The Great Wax
Moth. The moth left a complete devastation inside the hive. See it on
this picture:

And that came with the Eureka moment - look at this movie poster:

There are a few of things here to understand:
1. „The Silence of the Lambs” - why put a moth on a movie poster
where animal LAMB is the key word??? Well?
2. Look closely at the moth - what do you see? - It’s a very distinct
type of a moth - with a SCULL on the back of it. The scull is the
symbol of how they are culling us freely without any opposition.
And we are symbolic lambs.
3. Combine these two and you can clearly understand that the moth
is the key to unlock the spell. The frequency of the moth is the
holy grail. The frequency of the moth can destroy the
nanotechnology.
4. And this poster shows us how the nanotechnology silences us and
this is how they enslaved us lambs. This frequency is the key to
freedom. This frequency has been incorporated within the 58407.
So far - 18 weeks on - it’s still working and removing nano.

DOES IT MAKE SENSE? YES, IT DOES.

